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Save Time and Money

Morgan Drexen has paid over $80 million in
payments to creditors.

Program Benefits

Save time and money

Settlement tracking

Priority payment

Work directly with an account
executive

Settle your accounts at a guaranteed
percentage

Reduce your collection costs

Prompt notification of cancelled mutual
client

Daily settlements

Call Now for Further Details

800.868.1458 x 309

Morgan Drexen Integrated Systems supports attorneys nationally who are
bridging the gap between collectors and debt resolution attorneys with cutting
edge automated platforms.

Morgan Drexen has successfully assisted attorneys in making over 
$80 million in payments to creditors nationwide.

Morgan Drexen is an industry leader in providing integrated support services
to attorneys who provide alternative programs to assist their clients in
preventative bankruptcy. The Preferred Creditor Program (PCP) makes it
simple for you to collect funds more efficiently, with no added expense and
less effort. After setting up your Preferred Creditor account ID, your accounts
will be flagged in attorney databases nationwide and our systems will check
the status of funds for you every day.

When your accounts are ready to be settled, attorney offers are generated
and automatically sent to you for approval. Payments are sent overnight
within 5 days of approved offers.

Efficient and cost-saving system.

Bypass outstanding legal fees, if any. You will also reduce much of
the time traditionally spent by your collectors, calling and searching
for debtors in hopes they have funds to pay.

The attorneys involved in the Preferred Creditor Program do not wait
for fees to be paid first or funds to accrue.

Eliminate accounts being overlooked or "lost in the shuffle" by
participating in monthly secure database matching to ensure that you
collect from as many of your accounts as possible.

Morgan Drexen's Automation Platform combines a
nationwide attorney network with state of the art software
automation, making the debt settlement process fast,
efficient, and cost effective for both debtors and creditors.

 

Morgan Drexen has successfully assisted attorneys in delivering
over $80 million in payments to creditors nationwide.
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Morgan Drexen Integrated
Systems supports attorneys
nationwide who are bridging
the gap between creditors and
debtors using sophisticated
automated platforms.
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